AUTHOR GUIDELINES

Malang Neurology Journal (MNJ) is a continuously published twice a year scientific journal which is using review by peer group system. MNJ accepts original research article, review, case report, short communication, and letters to Editor related to neurology.

WRITING RULES:

Research Article

The research article consists of:

- **Title**: specific and effective, no more than 20 words.
- **Authors’ identity**: Authors’ full names (without degree), institutional address, and email as the principal contact. For correspondence purposes, the author’s email is written fully and clearly.
- **Abstract**: it is written in a paragraph which consists of 250 words maximum. Abstract is written sequentially from background of the study, objective of the study, methods, results, and conclusion. The keywords must be included on the same page as abstract. It consists of 3-5 words which are chosen genuinely so that reflects the concept of article.
- **Introduction**: it consists of background, problem of the study, and objective of the study, also the position of the research towards the other similar research. It also can be a brief literature review. Reference cited according to Vancouver, numbered in accordance with the order of references in the research and in accordance with the sequence number in the bibliography. The number is written after dot “.” in superscript. In writing the citations and references, authors are recommended to use reference management software, such as: Mendeley® or Zotero.
- **Methods**: it discusses the research design, data collection, data sources such as the population and sample, and data analysis. It is written with sentences in paragraphs, not in sequences using points.
- **Results**: it contains the data and information that has been collected. The finding systematically must be supported by charts, tables, figures or informative illustrations.
- **Discussion**: it shows further explanation about the finding. Compare the finding with another research’s finding and do not repeat what has been written in finding.
- **Conclusion**: it should clearly state the result of correlated objective (and may also possible with future direction).
- **References**: it must be written according to Vancouver, numbered in accordance with the order of references in the research and in accordance with the sequence number in the bibliography.
- **Clinical research with human as the subjects must be approved by the research ethics committee.**

Review

It is a review from various articles in journals or books on the development of cutting edge natural medicine. The review consists of:

- **Title**
- **Writer’s identity**
- **Abstract**: it is written in a paragraph which consists of 250 words maximum. Abstract contains about the brief description of the review. The keywords must be included on the same page as abstract. It consists of 3-5 words which are chosen genuinely so that reflects the concept of article.
Case Report
Containing article about clinical cases related with the use of natural medicine and good for dissemination among other colleagues. The case report consists of the title, author’s identity, abstract, introduction, contents and discussion.

Letters to Editor
It is the communication tool between the readers and the editorial team and also to other readers. The letter contains comments, or opinions about the contents of the previous issue in MNJ or suggestions for subsequent publication.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Manuscripts which are submitted should have never been published previously. MNJ doesn’t accept the manuscript which is also sent to another journal to be published to avoid the plagiarism.
All of manuscripts which are sent to MNJ will be reviewed by experts in disciplines related (peer-review) and editorial team. Authors may be required to revise their manuscripts for reasons of any aspect. Manuscripts with excessive errors in any aspect may be returned to authors for retyping or may be rejected. The manuscript which is published must be approved by an ethics committee or consider the ethical aspects of research that can be accounted for. Moreover for the clinical research with human as the subjects, the certificate of approval from the ethics committee must be attached.
Manuscripts must be typed with single space on paper 210 x 297 mm (paper A4) with maximum number of pages is 15.

WRITINGS RULES
• Title: Times New Roman 18, Uppercase, bold, dark blue, single space.
• Authors’ identity: Times New Roman 10, Capiralize each word, single space.
• Correspondence: Times New Roman 9, Italic, single space.
• Abstract: Times New Roman 9, single space.
• Subtitle: Times New Roman 14, bold, dark blue, single space.
• Contents: Times New Roman 10, single space.
• Quotation: Times New Roman 10, single space.
• References: Times New Roman 10, single space.

Tables
The tables must be typed with Times New Roman 9, single space and or customized. Tables’ numbers are sorted in order of mention in the text. The legend is written briefly in Times New Roman 9 with single space and should be placed above the table. Apply the line only for top and bottom border. Explanation of Non- standard abbreviations in the tables are placed in footnotes.

Figures
The figures must be professionally produced and photographed, or in the form of a CD. They must be prepared as HD image file and numbered in accordance with the appearance in the
text. Moreover the graphs and diagrams are considered as a figures. Background of the graphs and diagrams are plain. The graph is displayed in 2D form.

**Conclusion**

It is written with sentences in paragraphs, not in sequences using points or numbers.

**References**

It is written according to Vancouver, numbered in accordance with the order of references in the research and in accordance with the sequence number in the bibliography. Authors are recommended to use reference management software, such as: Mendeley® or Zotero.

**Examples of how to write the references:**

**Journal article**

**Standard journal article**


Other example: When the journal sort the pages in a volume, hence the month and issue number aren’t necessary.


More than six authors, the seventh author and so on are not included, and they’re written with et al.


**Organization as the author**


**Without the author’s name**

Cancer in South Africa [editorial], S Afr Med J;1994. 84:154. The article is not in English

Ryder Te, Haukeland EA, Solhaug JH. Bilateral infrapatellar seneruptur hos tidlifere frisk kvinne. Tidsskr Nor Laegeforen; 1996.116:41-2

**Volume with supplement**


**Issue with supplement**

Payne DK, Sullivan MD, Massie MJ. Women’s pyscological reactions to breast cancer. Semin Oncol; 1996. 23(1 suppl 2);89-97

**Volume with section**


**Issue with section**

Poole GH, Mills SM. One Hundred consecutive cases of flap lacerations of the leg in ageing petients. NZ Med J; 1990.107(959 Pt 1):377-8

**Issue without volume**


**Book and another Monographs**

**Individual authors**


Editor as the author

Organization as the author

Chapter in a book

Conference proceedings

Paper in conference

Memoir
It is published by the funding agency or sponsorship:

Dissertation

Article in newspaper
Lee G. Hospitalizations tied to ozone pollution: study estimates 50.000 adminissions annually. The Washington Post 1996 Jun 21;Sect A;3(col.5)

Audiovisial material

Electronic Materials
Journal articles in electronic form

Monographs in electronic form

Computer archives
Hemodynamics III: the ups and the downs of hemodynamics [computer program]. Version 2.2 Orlando (FL): Computerized Educational System;1993

**Part of a website**


**Database on the internet**

Open database:


Closed database:


**Part of the database on the internet**


---

**Subscription and delivery of the complete manuscript (compressed document RAR/ZIP):**

**Study Program of Neurologist, Faculty of Medicine, Brawijaya University, Malang, Indonesia**

**Address:** Jl. JA Suprapto 2 Malang Telp/Fax (0341) 321297

**Website:** http://mnj.ub.ac.id

**Email:** mnj@ub.ac.id